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Our very popular Wonder Wallet is loaded with pockets for all of your
cards, coins and cash.  The coin pocket is specially designed so it
does not require a zipper.  Dollar bills and checks folded in half fit
comfortably in this little cutie.  

This pattern is a 'Fat Quarter Cutie'.  A well-cut fat quarter is large
enough to make two wallets.  Remember to have enough of the other
supplies needed for the second wallet.

Use your Wonder Wallet when you don't want to carry everything with
you.  It fits neatly into a fanny pack, jacket pocket, pants pocket or
any size purse.
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SUPPLIES
Fabric - One Fat Quarter (18” x 20”) of Fabric or 1/4 Yd cut from the bolt.
Or, choose a few coordinating fabrics (total 1/4 yard) for a varied look.
Velcro - 1/2” of sew-in or ‘Fusion’. Note: The ‘Fusion’ iron-on fusible ver-
sion of Velcro brand works great. Be sure to look for the words ‘Fusion’ or
‘Fabric Fusion’ on the package. Stick-on Velcro is not recommended.

Button - One at 3/4” - 1” in size. For decoration only. No-shank preferred.

Optional Interfacing for the Flap - One piece at 5” x 6” of lightweight
fusible interfacing.
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Quarter Cutie
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